Occultism in Western Society Influenced by Jewish Vampires

The Commencing Faith & Knowledge article pertains to ritualistic acts of Hegelian
Dialect {see def. at bottom of page} and Child Sacrifice throughout the United States and
European nations with additional historical references world -wide. Each of these attacks
mentioned below has further irrefutable evidence and occurrences which state who the primary
perpetrator involved were. Indeed, this article will briefly touch-on the foremost facts which
everyone should by now be able to discern for themselves due to similar procedures repeatedly
materializing.
Firstly, I’ll briefly present an overview of a single event from Americas past which
proves that nobody is ever going to simply tell you the truth! Although, as with innumerable
events in our history a great multitude of Americans already recognize just what the true story is.
The problematic issue you confront is the fact you’re a member of the Upper Middle-Class to the
Lower-Class, or even worse a Christian, and therefore merely don’t qualify as worthy. You’re
considered expendable in similar fashion to the Americans killed in phony wars and terrorist
attacks. Likewise, if you were Jewish [and no Jews consider themselves American Jews, simply
Jews living within America] you would then possess the Israeli information service of ODIGO
on your phone. It was this service that remitted warning to all Jews within the Trade Towers
buildings to get-out on the morning 9/11.
JFK was murdered adjacent to a Masonic Lodge on 11/22 (Nov. 22 nd ) which of ‘course
equals 33 (thirty-three) the sacred number of Freemasonry which is highly involved with
numerology; this is undoubtedly no coincidence. By the site of Kennedy’s murder, a memorial
was erected. Upon the memorial grounds the Freemasons had a small eternal flame constructed
just above the ground. To all other mason’s, members of the C.F.R. financial-elite, secret service
agencies such as the F.B.I; members of congress and other government employees, this is a clear
sign who committed this murder. Henceforth, the typical claim bestowed upon the public that
nobody’s keen to who the perpetrators of this murder involve is laughable.
Hegelian Dialect was a term coined for Georg Hegel (Gay-org Heegal) who was a philosopher from Germany.

In 1823 A.D. he authored his work, promoting what we refer to as false-flag operations. This is where a government stages an attack
on their own citizens. Afterwards, panic spreads about with additional help from the media. Thereafter, the government implements a
solution which could be to attack the group which was framed. Typically, this attacked occurs with intent to steal from the opposing group,
otherwise, I don’t know why else they’d be attacked. More commonly, however, the solution results in a massive loss of rights against the
government’s own citizens. Rights taken away which the government couldn’t have accomplished unless the public thought it was for their
own safety. e.g. The unconstitutional/communist Patriot Act post 9/11 co-authored by a dual-citizen and son of a Mossad agent, or
C.I.S.P.A. signed immediately after the Marathon Bombing; passed prior to Friday, that day of Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s apprehension. After
drafting, debating, delays, voting, revisions, and whatever else causes our government in some cases to take multiple years to sign a bill
into effect, this undoubtedly raised huge red-flags.

In June of 2001, the Coups Party Mix Music CD cover had the Twin Towers of the

World Trade Center in Manhattan blown-up. The image depicted a hauntingly similar scene to
what would occur three later that year, in terms of fire and smoke protruding from slightly
unlevel floors, etcetera. On the day of Sept. 11 th , the star Aldebaran, known esoterically to
represent the Arch-Angel Michael, was lined-up in close proximity with the planet Saturn,
marking a historic day in the occult. This occurrence signified war between the Gods in Ancient
times and is continually utilized today in the world of the occult.
The Paris attack which occurred on Fri. 13 th , a pagan holiday, transpired during the
concert of a Satanic Metal Band. More specifically, this attack took place within the middle of a
song with continuous lyrics worshipping Satan. Thereafter, the crime scene had a large blood
stain upon the ground with a couple dead bodies partially laying on top of it. This blood stain
appeared extremely odd how remarkably perfect it formed the logo for the Brussel airport. You
guess it! The Brussels airports was the scene of the following attack.
For the next attack we travel back into France where a bus was driven into a crowd of
people on March 22 which is obviously 3/22 (322) the number for Skull & Bones that appears
under the crossbones on their logo; just as the number 33 appears on the Masonic image. This
crowd the bus was crashed into was celebrating Bastille Day. One year prior to this act of
Hegelian dialect, an interesting movie was released. This film supported a plot with a rogue CIA
Agent and a terrorist attack, Title of this movie: Bastille Day.
The connections between the financial-elite’s occultism and the continuity of prideful
events which transpired thereafter the year 2000’s invasion-by-infiltration regarding the Israeli’s
granted dual-citizenship in the United States remain unparalleled. With a great variableness of
supplementary comparisons to be rendered with each of these terrorist false-flag attacks and the
wars in Afghanistan, Libya, and Iraq (e.g. Launched on spring solstice and announced won on the day of another pagan holiday)
we’ll move-on to address one of the primary motivations on behalf of the child kidnappings inside
Europe and the United States. The obnoxious and malicious men and women we hold accountable
for these kidnappings and murders are the same followers of the ancient Occult predominantly at
fault for child pedophilia as well. Through the coordination of their powerful information
network, they now use their ‘false’ New Age of Aquarius to endeavor the reinstitution of the
Ancient Mystery Religions through their foremost religion of Luciferianism.

in April 2014, posted a headline title:
The Truth Revolt ne ws site, back
Egyptian Magazine Promotes Blood Libel: 'Jewish Vampires at Easter'
"[the Jews] combined the preparation of matzas and the offering up of sacrifices with their enmity towards non-Jews, especially
Christians, and mixed the blood of one of their victims into the matza"
This article was written by Jeff Dunetz, though this site is A project of the David Horowitz Freedom Center.

 The Horowitz center ironically accuses other media outlets, but only those who report
on Jewish behavior, as being deceptive and full of lies. Similar behavior is depicted
through Jewish media in America as their news network wasn’t established to
distribute news around the country but merely implored to brainwash the public into
thinking the true events to be ‘conspiracies’ a word invented exclusively for the
purpose of deceiving others.
In an article published earlier this week, "Why The Antisemitic Shooting in Overland Park Kansas Happened Just Before
Passover" TruthRevolt explained the connection between the Jewish holiday of Passover and the ancient blood libel which causes
anti-Semitic violence. An article published in the Egyptian magazine Elkebar titled "Jewish Vampires at Easter [Passover]"
proves again that the anti-Semitic blood libel is alive and well.

 Like the shooters in Kansas were reading an Egyptian magazine;
come’on. The world Jewish community has been attempting to separate
themselves from blood ritual for millennia. There’s far more oppression
inflicted by Jews in America currently than in Egypt. Although, Egypt
has undoubtedly has had her share of deliberate misfortunes by the hands
of the Jew, it’s of notice how their entire information network fails to be
controlled by the Zionists. Additionally, many Jews realize they’re
committed such vile actions on Easter they feel the need to go out of their
way to defend themselves when their best action would be to implement
silence on this topic.
The article, translated by MEMRI, and written by fashion journalist Firnas Hafzi claims that Jews kill non-Jews during
this holiday in order to use their blood in preparing matzos. She quotes "researchers" who describe this alleged Jewish custom,
and lists alleged cases, including the 1840 Damascus blood libel that was described in the TruthRevolt. Hafzi adds that to help
cover up their "crime", the Jews wrote stories and made films about vampires, or else blamed their crimes on deranged
individuals. The murders that the Jews are known to have committed as part of their Passover rituals, she said, are "a drop in the
ocean compared to the Jewish crimes that no one knows about" and thousands of children and adults who have vanished around
the world were likely victims of these Jewish rituals.
After explaining the Passover holiday, Hafzi writes,
In another stage of the Passover celebrations, [the Jews] combined the preparation of matzas and the offering up of
sacrifices with their enmity towards non-Jews, especially Christians, and mixed the blood of one of their victims into the matza
[dough. This was done] especially on Passover, Purim and circumcision rituals. They also used blood in acts of sorcery and
witchcraft, as stated in Isaiah 57:4-5: "Are you not children of transgression, the offspring of deceit, you who burn with lust
among the oaks, under every green tree, who slaughter your children in the valleys, under the clefts of the rocks?"
The most well-known incident which demonstrates how the Jews managed to shed the blood of many innocent people
occurred on February 6, 1840, when a Catholic monk named Toma, an Italian living in Damascus, disappeared along with his
servant. The Catholic monks said that the Jews had slaughtered him according to their rituals. The unusual appearance of his
body, which was found dismembered, indicated that his blood had been drained. After [Damascus] Governor Sharif Pasha
searched the Jewish neighborhood and captured seven of them, the neighborhood barber confessed to slaughtering the monk, and
admitted that the whole affair had been [carried out] according to what is written in the Talmud about the need to bake matzas
with Christian or Muslim blood. He also confessed to killing the servant. The citizens, outraged, attacked the Jewish
neighborhood and burned and destroyed synagogues in Damascus, Beirut and Izmir.
➢ The Talmud has been

branded throughout history, especially by high-ranking
well-known people throughout the European monarchs through the
MiddleAges as the most despicable of satanic books. This label was

commonly attached during the timeframes of the Jewish peoples removal
from certain countries.
The ancient historian Josephus [Flavius] also mentioned that [the Jews] drank the blood of their victims and mixed into
the matza dough, and also ate some of [the victims'] flesh.

- This here’s a highly respected and reliable source from the Roman
Empire which many historians and scholars utilize frequently as a
reference.
The German Dr. Eric Bischoff likewise noted that one of the commandments of the Jewish [religion] is to kill
strangers, who are like beasts. This killing, [he wrote,] has to be done in the lawful method. Those who do not ascribe thems elves
to the Jewish religious law must be offered up as sacrifices to the High God. Richard Francis Burton, who examined the Talmud
and its attitude towards non-Jews in his 1898 book The Jew, The Gypsy and El Islam, admitted on page 81: "The Talmud
declares that there are two kinds of blood pleasing to the Lord, viz: (1) that of the Paschal holocaust; (2) that of circumcision."
The draining of the victims' blood is done in [several ways. One method is] by means of a barrel lined with needles.
This is a barrel the size of the victim's body, with sharp needles that stick into all his limbs when he is placed in it, so that his
blood slowly trickles down from every part of his body. This entails excruciating torment, which gives pleasure to the Jews w ho
become drunk with joy at the sight of the blood dripping from the victim's [body] to the bottom of the barrel and into a container
placed there to collect it. [Another method] is to slaughter the victim like a sheep and collecting his blood in a vessel, or else
slashing the victim's veins in numerous places so that the blood flows from the wounds into the vessels. Then the blood is handed
to a rabbi who prepares a matza laced with human blood in order to please the Jewish god, Jehovah, who thirsts for blood. The
Jews can rejoice in their holidays only if they eat matza laced with the blood of non-Jews.
She provides additional fake historical examples before she ends with a discussion of "the cover-up"
On February 14, 1964, the [Egyptian] magazine Al-Musawwar published a story about vampires in Colombia after
many [Colombian] children had been slaughtered to shed their blood. Neither the magazine nor the investigators in Colombia
dreamed that the vampires might be Jews, rather than [people who] sell blood to hospitals. As part of the efforts to deny [the
Jewish crimes], Jewish Americans wrote stories about vampires in the 1970s, in order to disassociate themselves from the
accusation of sucking human blood and deceive [the mechanisms of] justice. During that period they spent millions on Dracula
films, in order to deceive world public opinion. They claimed that those who slaughter children and adults and suck their blood
are lunatics and that all this has nothing to do with them and their religious rituals.

This woman is hardly the first person to expose the stories of vampires as a Jewish
method to separate themselves as an organization who engages in this behavior. One thing they
cannot deny is the high level of esteem which they view the sacred book the Talmud.
Furthermore, this book is littered with the promotion and demanding of these blood rituals in
addition to child pedophilia. Imagine if these writings abiding with the New Testament? Our
media, the Jewish media, would be constantly exposing this book and removing it from America,
including the churches. Why would we hear such a great deal on Priest pedophilia, which was
extremely exaggerated, when recently Jewish pedophilia bar none reigns supreme, being second
to none for the past 1,500 at the least?
The scientific community has confirmed the consuming of a child’s blood can be
beneficial to slowing down or even reversing the aging process; similar to a human ‘opening’
their Pineal-Gland (3rd -Eye) which lies in the center of the brain, causing DMT to drip down to
the Pituitary-Gland. DMT is found in many of the earth’s plant life and to utilize the brain’s
natural produced DMT is known as ‘Drinking from the Fountain of Youth.’ Sacrificing children
should have no place of existence post-Antiquity. A civilized society should never have citizens

engaging in activities which appear in like fashion to the re-enactment of the Ancient Mayan
Blood Sacrifices. Unfortunately, this coarse conduct not only routinely materializes on the
grounds of America, but the people performing these barbaric acts are those who abide within
the most powerful positions throughout our government, military, monetary system, and media.
They essentially own all the formerly mentioned officialdoms and will remove others from
taking part within them, especially anyone who openly claims to be a Christian. Lest, those
claims are bestowed upon the public, wherein this lie is continually implored to attract civilian
supporters.
Though all human sacrifices utilize the blood of the victims, that disgusting behavior
merely proves how disturbing the actions and desires of these people truly are after the commit
the acts which cause us outrage. Our primary focus is to stop and this satanic behavior. This
would of ‘course be the kidnapping of innocent Christian children which ultimately leads to their
torture and death. Likewise, can we never disregard what drives their motivation, which is the
absolutely unthinkable driving urge to consume children’s blood as if vampires. Correction: they
indefinitely are, the Jewish Vampires.
Undoubtedly, the most recent and most damaging to mankind, destructive coordinated
effort on their part, in particular, the most widescale Christian Martyrdom to ever occur, would
consist of the establishment of the Soviet Union. It was throughout Russia and half of Europe
that Zionism was implored to produce an unlimited supply of blood, but more importantly to
apply the foremost applicable torturing to human bodies as a need to fulfill evil desires.
Naturally the people had to be Christian and in prideful lusts millions were slowly torn to pieces,
millions were worked to death, and millions more were simply made slaves to their Occult
masters who were predominantly Jewish or otherwise non-Jewish occultists; with the top men as
Freemasons, an occult religion entirely based on the Jewish Kabbala of mysticism.
In the late 1800’s the Pogroms began in Russia. This drove the natural Russian citizen to
oust the Jews in Russian from their any organizations or programs, towns and neighborhoods.
Thereupon the Jews retaliated to the Pogroms by launching the bold 1905 Russian Revolution.
Consequently, this revolution failed, and the Jews were expelled from Russia. Assuredly this is
where this story ends if taught an American school student, accept for the propaganda outlining
the horrible antisemitism and unjustified banishment from the country. (same narrative which they
use for Spain). Surprising, this is also the point where the typical American never asks questions,
not realizing that nobody will ever simply bestow the true or full story upon the. The situation
here’s similar to the Iraq War whence the American people finally knew for sure team Bush lied
in regard to WMD’s. The only normal question to ask under those circumstances would be,
“why did we invade Iraq, if not to capture WMD’s. Naturally, the big six main stream med ia
outlets with all their expertise failed to ask this simple and obvious question. Therefore, I ask,
“why were the Pogroms initiated in Russia?”

Random Jewish Holocaust Paschal’s (gentile blood sacrifice) recorded in history:
1. B.C. – A.D.
 Cyprus: The Jews were destroying both Greeks and Romans. They ate the flesh of their
victims, made belts for themselves out of their entrails, and daubed themselves with their
blood. In all 220,000 men perished in Cyrene and 240,000 in Cyprus, and for this reason
no Jew may step foot in Cyprus today.”

⎯ Cassius Duo

2. 40 B.C.
 A man named Apion of Alexandria, accused the Jewish community of taking part in a
child sacrifice to obtain the victims blood.
3. Josephus Flavius
4. 300 A.D.
 Eusebius, the Bishop of Caesaria said Jews sacrifice Christian children
5.
415 A.D.
 Socrates said Jews crucified a Christian child and poked him with a spear (representing
the spear of destiny) until he died
6.
657 A.D.
 Jews caught crucifying a Christian child and allowing their Jewish children to torture the
boy. Then they began draining and drinking the blood of their victim.

7. 1144 A.D.

 On Passover 1144, in Norwich, England, a young man named William, a tanner’s
apprentice, disappeared during the week of Easter, coinciding with Passover. Charges
immediately arose that the Jews killed him as part of a ritual murder. According to the
accusation, the Jews “bought a Christian child before Easter and tortured him and on
Long Friday by hanging the child on a rod. Since no body was found, the Sheriff of
Norwich ignored the charges and granted the Jews protection. But the story was not
forgotten, and the missing boy, William, became a martyr amongst the town’s people. A
short time later, the Jews of Norwich were attacked by mobs seeking vengeance and
were forced to flee.

8. 1171 A.D.

 the blood libel reached France. In the city of Blois, rumors spread that Jews committed
murder in order to extract blood for Passover matzah. May 26, 1171, two months after
Passover, despite the lack of a corpse, the 33 members of the Blois Jewish community,
which included 17 women, were burned at the stake after they refused the chance to save
themselves by accepting Christianity. The rabbinical scholar Rabbeinu Jacob Tam
proclaimed the day of the massacre, the 20th day of Sivan, a fast day to commemorate
the tragedy.

9. 1181 A.D.

 In Saragossa, Spain, Child (blood) Sacrifice accusations were brought against the Jews

10. 1462 A.D.

 Austria: Jews Sacrificed a Christian child named Undela and this child was also
venerated as a saint with a church being built on the site of the atrocity. Hereafter, the
city was renamed Judenstein which means Jew stone (as I assume the Jews were stoned
post trial)

11. 1684 A.D.

 Cossack troops attacked and massacred entire Jewish communities during the
Chmielnicki Revolt in response to Child Sacrifice Accusations. Rabbi David Halevy
Siegel, who lived during that era and authored a commentary on the Shulhan Arukh
(Code of Jewish Law) entitled the Turei Zahav, issued a ruling intended to protect Jews
from the blood libel. He ruled that the traditional red wine used at the seders should be
replaced with white wine in lands of persecution in order not to arouse suspicion. In his
own life, Rabbi Siegel managed to flee from the Chmielnicki massacres, but two of his
sons were murdered in a pogrom in Lvov, Poland, in 1654.

12. 1840 A.D.

 In 1840, the Damascus blood libel drew protests from Jews worldwide and signified the
entry of blood libels into the Middle East. The most well-known incident which
demonstrates how the Jews managed to shed the blood of many innocent people
occurred on February 6, 1840, when a Catholic monk named Toma, an Italian living in
Damascus, disappeared along with his servant. The Catholic monks said that the Jews

had slaughtered him according to their rituals. The unusual appearance of his body,
which was found dismembered, indicated that his blood had been drained. After
[Damascus] Governor Sharif Pasha searched the Jewish neighborhood and captured
seven of them, the neighborhood barber confessed to slaughtering the monk, and
admitted that the whole affair had been [carried out] according to what is written in
the Talmud about the need to bake matzas with Christian or Muslim blood. He also
confessed to killing the servant. The citizens, outraged, attacked the Jewish
neighborhood and burned and destroyed synagogues in Damascus, Beirut and Izmir.

13. 1880’s
 Hassidic Jews were caught torturing and murdering 5 Christian children on Passover.



14. 1898 A.D.
The German Dr. Eric Bischoff likewise noted that one of the commandments
of the Jewish [religion] is to kill strangers, who are like beasts. This killing, [he wrote,] has to
be done in the lawful method. Those who do not ascribe themselves to the Jewish religious
law must be offered up as sacrifices to the High God. Richard Francis Burton, who examined
the Talmud and its attitude towards non-Jews in his 1898 book The Jew, The Gypsy and El
Islam, admitted on page 81: "The Talmud declares that there are two kinds of blood pleasing
to the Lord, viz: (1) that of the Paschal holocaust; (2) that of circumcision."
The draining of the victims' blood is done in [several ways. One method is] by means of
a barrel lined with needles. This is a barrel the size of the victim's body, with sharp
needles that stick into all his limbs when he is placed in it, so that his blood slowly
trickles down from every part of his body. This entails excruciating torment, which gives
pleasure to the Jews who become drunk with joy at the sight of the blood dripping from
the victim's [body] to the bottom of the barrel and into a container placed there to collect
it. [Another method] is to slaughter the victim like a sheep and collecting his blood in a
vessel, or else slashing the victim's veins in numerous places so that the blood flows
from the wounds into the vessels. Then the blood is handed to a rabbi who prepares a
matza laced with human blood in order to please the Jewish god, Jehovah, who thirsts
for blood. The Jews can rejoice in their holidays only if they eat matza laced with the
blood of non-Jews.

15. 1903 A.D.

 Jews ritually murdered a Christian child named Estrati in Kiev on the last day of
Passover. This child was then made a saint by the Orthodox church as a church was built
on the site.
16. 1964 Egypt

 On February 14, 1964, the [Egyptian] magazine Al-Musawwar published a story about
vampires in Colombia after many [Colombian] children had been slaughtered to shed
their blood. Neither the magazine nor the investigators in Colombia dreamed that the
vampires might be Jews, rather than [people who] sell blood to hospitals. As part of the
efforts to deny [the Jewish crimes], Jewish Americans wrote stories about vampires in
the 1970s, in order to disassociate themselves from the accusation of sucking human
blood and deceive [the mechanisms of] justice. During that period they spent millions on
Dracula films, in order to deceive world public opinion. They claimed that those who
slaughter children and adults and suck their blood are lunatics and that all this has
nothing to do with them and their religious rituals.

17. 1964 A.D.

 Columbia
18. 2014 A.D.

 The Truth Revolt online news site blamed Kansas Easter wk. Shooting of Jews on:
•

“’Egyptian Magazine Promotes Blood Libel: 'Jewish Vampires at Easter'
‘[the Jews] combined the preparation of matzas and the offering up of sacrifices with
their enmity towards non-Jews, especially Christians, and mixed the blood of one of
their victims into the matza’"
This article was written by Jeff Dunetz, though this site is A project of the David Horowitz
Freedom Center.

Continues Next Page:

The Complete List of Jewish Exiles:
Jewish Exiles of the 2nd Millennium A.D. (C.E.) • ( Antiquity - 1 st Millennium featured on Pg. 3)

Nation

|

Date of Expulsion | Reinstatement Date

Austria

1421

1469

England

1290

1656

France

1394

1791

Hungary

1349

1350

1360

1364

Lithuania

1495

1503

Milan

1597

1714

Naples

1510

1735

Nuremberg

1499

1850

Portugal

1496

19th century

Sicily

1492

1740

Spain
Mainz
Upper Bavaria
Paris

1492
1012
1276
1182

19th century

(ordered by Philip Augustus)

France

1254

(ordered by King Louis IX)
(ordered by Charles VI, French expulsion completed)

Calabria Italy

1394
1554

Wiener Neustadt &

(ordered by Philip IV)

1322

(ordered by Charles IV)

1359

(ordered by Charles V)

Bavaria (entire dutchy) 1551
Papal States

1593

(except Avignon & Ancona)

Milan

1597

Frankfurt Ghetto

1614

In 1880, 3 kidnapped Christian children
were found crucified (common on the
Jewish holiday of Passover) while the Jews
had their children stab them with spears.
(representing the Spear of Destiny at
Calvary).

Pogroms in the Russian Empire led to
roughly 2.5 million Jews emigrating
from Russia/Eastern Europe, mostly to
the United States.

It is important to note that this
event happened on Tisha B'Av, as
with many other events in Jewish
history, or as results of Jewish
behavior on Passover. (among
other Jewish holidays).

1496
1306

Styria, Austria

1880-1910 the Pogroms occurred in
Russia which led to a new Jewish gov.
called the Bolsheviks installing
Communism; otherwise known as
Marxism after a Jewish man named Karl
Marx.

Less than 1,000 Jews still lived in
Egypt in 1970. They were given
permission to leave but without their
possessions. As of 1971, only 400 Jews
remained in Egypt. As of 2013, only a
few dozen Jews remain in Egypt.

Austria (Hereditary Lands) 1669-70
Haiti

1683

Bavaria

1701-1714

TN, MS, KY (USA)

1862 (ordered by Ulysses S. Grant)

Egypt (Suez Canal)

1956

Poland (specific areas)

1968

During many of these
exiles the Jewish
communities were
granted lands in
nearby towns or
bordering nations.

⎯ The Catholic Church’s Inquisition is one well-known policy for the ethnic
cleansing of Jews from Europe; particularly after the corruption of society and
kidnappings of Christian children in Spain. On the other hand, the church was merely one organization and
set of belief systems that opposed (what many viewed as) inhumane Jewish practices. The influential
philosopher and logician Ramon Llull (1232–1315) called for expulsion of all Jews who would refuse
conversion to Christianity. Some scholars regard Llull's as the first comprehensive articulation, in the
Christian West, of an expulsionist policy regarding Jews.

⎯ In 1791, Catherine the Great issues the Pale of Settlement which was a western region of Imperial Russia
with varying borders that existed from 1791 to 1917, in which permanent residency by Jews was allowed and
beyond which Jewish residency, permanent or temporary, was mostly forbidden. Was considered the world’s
only Jewish homeland prior to the institution of Israel in Palestine.
⎯ Many Jewish exiles were the cause of Usury, which is the loaning of money at interest. This was against the
teachings of Jesus Christ and always thought to be a deeply immoral practice. Usury was considered extremely
unfair to the individuals to fell victim to accepting the funds offered by Jews. This practice was banned from
the city of Rome during the first century but when some Jews refused to halt preying on Roman victims and
continued their usury practices against the law – they were eventually expelled from the city altogether. This
marks one of the primary origins of Jewish exile in somewhat modern times of humanity. Prior to this period,
it’s an onerous task separating true exiles for the reason of societal corruption from typical results of common
warfare.
⎯ The primary cause of Jewish hatred and exiles were due to the kidnapping of Christian children to be
utilized in sacrificial ceremonies which commonly included the drinking of the victims blood, imploring the
blood for mixing with their ingredients of food (particularly, Moazalt Balls for Passover), and sometimes the
eating of flesh. These were the first tales of vampires until Jewish Hollywood invented a further narrative
around vampires (sleeping in coffins, etc.) to adapt them into fictional characters, removing hostilities towards
Jews. This idea became prevalent in Hollywood during the 1960’s after reports from South America accuse
the modern Jews abiding their to be kidnappers and vampires. It’s additionally believed that throughout
history, children were also raped in accordance with the Jewish Holy Talmud scriptures permitted pedophilia.

Antiquity ⎯ 1st Millennium
733 B.C.
•

King Tiglath deports the Israeli from Samaria 722 B.C.

•

King Sargon II captures and deports the Northern Kingdoms of Israel
and deports the population to Khorasan. Ten of the twelve Tribes of
Israel are considered lost.

597 B.C.
•

Removed from Judaea and taken into Babylonian captivity 19 A.D.

•

Expulsion from the city of Rome by Emperor Tiberius together with
practitioners of the Egyptian religion.

41-53 A.D.
•

Claudius' expulsion of Jews from Rome for their refusal to halt usury practices 70 A.D.

•

The defeat of the Great Jewish Revolt. Masses of Jews across the Roman Empire
enslaved, while many others flee.

119 A.D.
•

Large Jewish communities of Cyprus, Cyrene and Alexandria obliterated after the Jewish defeat
in Kitos War against Rome.
“The Jews were destroying both Greeks and Romans. They ate the flesh of their victims,
made belts for themselves out of their entrails, and daubed themselves with their blood. In all 220,000
men perished in Cyrene and 240,000 in Cyprus, and for this reason no Jew may step foot in Cyprus
today.”
⎯ Cassius Duo 135-6 A.D.

•

Expelled from Judaea and Jerusalem after Emperor Hadrian and the Romans suppressed the Bar
Kokhba’s revolt, and renamed Judaea Syria Palaestina.
The Romans suppressed the Bar Kokhba's revolt. Emperor Hadrian expelled
hundreds of thousands Jews from Judea, wiped the name off maps, replaced it with Syria Palaestina,
and forbade Jews to set foot in Jerusalem 415 A.D.
•

Jews expelled from Alexandria under the leadership of Saint Cyril of Alexandria.[12] 629 A.D.

•

The entire Jewish population of Galilee massacred or expelled, following the Jewish rebellion
against Byzantium.

7th century
•

Muhammad expelled Jewish tribes Banu Qaynuqa and Banu Nadir from Medina. All three tribes
previously had a peace treaty with Muhammad, but they broke the treaty, sided with the
opposition, and the Banu Qurayza launched a war against Muhammad
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Is America resigned to being a nation of child sacrifice and mutilation? [and who’s the primary culprit? – S.P.]
Abortion, Transgenderism
Tell the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade. Sign the petition here.
November 2, 2018 (WND) – It's not a Halloween horror flick, and it's not some gruesome, colossal joke. Child
mutilation and infant sacrifice are becoming so widespread in America that they are now considered sound health
care and even "blessings" from God.
When are we going to wake up and end this nightmare?
No sane person calls an abortion clinic a "sacred space," yet that's the theme of an upcoming Planned Parenthood
event in Columbus, Ohio – another example of leftists losing their minds.
Meanwhile, a bortionists have no monopoly on child-abusing medical procedures. The bodies of vulnerable children
are being forever mangled by white-coated adults at the exploding number of "transgender" clinics in America.
As children are physically deformed for life, and killed in abortion clinics, we know that Adolf Hitler, a committed
eugenicist, would be proud. So would the Old Testament pagan gods of child sacrifice.
On Friday, Nov. 9, a Planned Parenthood clinic on the east side of Columbus, Ohio will hold an in terfaith "blessing"
on its facility, a place where the lives of unborn children up to 19 weeks' gestation end.
Please join Planned Parenthood of Greater Ohio, the Ohio Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice, faith
leaders, and honored guests for an interfaith gathering. Reception to follow. ... Anti-abortion advocates do not have
the monopoly on faith or God. Many faith leaders and people of faith hold that accessing and providing abortions
are good and godly decisions.
During this clinic blessing, participants will gather with local faith leaders and guests to ask for God's blessing
upon Planned Parenthood of Greater Ohio's East Columbus Surgical facility, the abortion providers and staff, and all
those who pass through the center. In celebra tion of conscience and moral decision making, this event will include
interfaith blessings, prayers, and testimonies about receiving and providing abortion care. This clinic blessing will
create space for progressive voices of faith to speak boldly in supp ort of comprehensive reproductive health care,
especially abortion.
Well, thankfully a peaceful presence is expected from those who wish to preserve the lives of children and abolish
abortion. This blasphemy and justification for death will not go without an appropriate response.
The featured speaker is Reverend Susan K. Smith, who posts on the Sojourners site. Her "Crazy Faith" ministry is
light on salvation through Jesus, heavy on voting rights, immigration, social justice, LGBTQ "rights" – the usual
leftist agenda.

Her ministry convenes weekly at a United Methodist facility near the Ohio State campus, a congregation that
regularly marches in the Columbus "gay pride" parade.
We all know that no sorcery of ritual cleansing can wash away the blood. Plann ed Parenthood clinics are not "sacred
spaces" but slaughterhouses.
The only spiritual being attentive to such prayers will be Satan, who delights in the death of the young.
Witches are certainly active these days. They organized a "hex" charity event in Brooklyn on Saturday, Oct. 20
directed at Brett Kavanaugh, with some proceeds going to Planned Parenthood. As far as anyone can tell,
Kavanaugh is still a Supreme Court justice and has not turned into a frog.
America also calmly accepts the mutilation of children in "transgender" health centers at some of the most
prestigious hospitals in the nation. In the past few years, the number of such programs in children's hospitals has
risen dramatically, where the science of biological sex is ignored while clinically based shamanism reigns.
These abominable treatment programs are now offered at hospitals in Seattle; Denver; Washington D.C.; San
Francisco; St. Louis; Pittsburgh; Cincinnati; Columbus; San Diego; Boston; Los Angeles; Philadelphia; Portland,
Oregon; Portland, Maine; Richmond, Virginia; Ann Arbor; Dallas; Raleigh, North Carolina; Madison, Wisconsin;
Chicago; Baltimore; Indianapolis; Rochester; New York City; Phoenix; Nashville; Oklahoma City; Stanford,
Connecticut; Kansas City, Missouri; New Orleans; and many other cities.
They provide puberty-blockers to halt the natural development and growth of children. Artificial hormones are then
prescribed to create the appearance of the opposite sex in troubled teens. There are huge health risks for these
medications and no research exists to justify these protocols.
It's essentially fad-based medicine using "magical" thinking.
Some hospitals offer surgery where teen girls' healthy breasts are amputated. In later teen years, fake penises and
vaginas can be constructed. Are you sick yet?
Then there's the question of castration, usually done around age 17 or 18, but watch for this trend to move toward
younger boys, because the activists will demand it.
At some hospitals, girls are now considered "eligible" for unneeded mastectomies at age 13.
How tragic that there are now so many locations where minor children can be taken by misguided parents to begin
an experimental regimen of poison and butchery, with irreversible consequences that usually include infertility.
Sometimes these programs are supported with funds from highly questionable sources. In June 2018, Cincinnati
Children's Hospital's "transgender" clinic received $2 million from the CEO of a com pany called Pure Romance. It's
a company that sells sex toys, and the executive and his wife have a gender-confused child.
Cincinnati Children's now begins treatment of children as young as age five. Some concerned Ohioans have asked
the Ohio State Medica l Board to investigate.
How long before these hospitals open departments of "pediatric euthanasia" – professionally managed, of course?
It's already underway in Canada.
All the feminist jargon and "LGBTQ" victim -posturing in the world can't justify the blood, death and human rights
abuses of abortion and child sex-tampering.
We know the blood of Christ will cover any who repent.
But those who practice medical barbarism, and those who think God will bless abortions, have consciences very far
from the Lord. May God reach their hearts and forgive them, and may He rescue our young – the sooner, the better.
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